July 26th, 2018

Fee: 80 USD/one
Gathering Time: 09:45 a.m.
Departure Time: 10:00 a.m.
Gathering Place: Parking Na Příkopě 23,
1100, Prague 1
Dismission Place: Charles Bridge

Including:
1. Lunch on boat
2. One hour’s cruise
3. Tickets for cable car
4. Tour bus
5. English speaking guide

Excluding:
1. Some entrance tickets
2. Tip (Voluntary)
3. Other fee not mentioned
in “Including”

Notice: Please be informed that due to the limited visiting time, some attractions can only have a look from
outside

Charles Bridge is a historic bridge that crosses the Vltava
river in Prague, Czech Republic. Its construction started in
1357 under the auspices of King Charles IV, and finished in
the beginning of the 15th century. The bridge is 621
metres long and nearly 10 metreswide, It was built as a
bow bridge with 16 arches shielded by ice guards. It is
protected by three bridge towers, two of them on
the Lesser Quarter side and one on the Old Town side,
the Old Town Bridge Tower. The bridge is decorated by a
continuous alley of 30 statues and statuaries, most of
them baroque-style, originally erected around 1700 but
now all replaced by replicas.
The Orloj is mounted on the southern wall of Old Town Hall in
the Old Town Square. The clock mechanism itself has three main
components: the astronomical dial, representing the position of
the Sun and Moon in the sky and displaying various astronomical
details; statues of various Catholic saints stand on either side of the
clock; "The Walk of the Apostles", a clockwork hourly show of
figures of the Apostles and other moving sculptures—notably a
figure of Death (represented by a skeleton) striking the time; and a
calendar dial with medallions representing the months. According
to local legend, the city will suffer if the clock is neglected and its
good operation is placed in jeopardy; a ghost, mounted on the
clock, was supposed to nod its head in confirmation. According to
the legend, the only hope was represented by a boy born on New
Year's nigh

Prague Castle is a castle complex in Prague, Czech
Republic, dating from the 9th century. It is the official
office of the President of the Czech Republic. The castle
was a seat of power for kings of Bohemia, Holy Roman
emperors, and presidents of Czechoslovakia. The
Bohemian Crown Jewels are kept within a hidden room
inside it. According to the Guinness Book of Records,
Prague Castle is the largest ancient castle in the world,
occupying an area of almost 70,000 square metres
(750,000 square feet), at about 570 metres (1,870 feet) in
length and an average of about 130 metres (430 feet)
wide. The castle is among the most visited tourist
attractions in Prague attracting over 1.8 million visitors
annually.

Highlight
Travel from Wenceslas Square in Prague New Town on foot, along royal route to Prague's old town square, visiting the
chronometer built in the 15th century. Across the synagogue, reaching the quays of Vltava River.

After boarding the ship, enjoy the delicious lunch while enjoying the scenery on both sides of the river. During the
one-hour voyage, you’ll be immersed in the rich historical and cultural atmosphere of Prague. The tour guide will provide
detailed information of landmark buildings and a thorough understanding of the "city of a hundred spires".

Take the bus across the town to baby Jesus statue, then take the funicular to Petrin Hill to view of the old city from top.
And then walk around Petrin Park, visiting the The Strahov Monastic Brewery.

Walk to Letto Corridors and Prague castle, appreciating the vineyard of Saint Wenceslas and unparalleled panoramic city
view. Finally go down to the small city and Kampa Island, and unforgettable trip ended in Charles Bridge.

